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Managerial and Customer Costs of Price Adjustment:
Direct Evidence from Industrial Markets

Abstract

We study the price adjustment practices and provide quantitative measurement of the managerial and
customer costs of price adjustment using data from a large U.S. industrial manufacturer and its
customers. We find that price adjustment costs are a much more complex construct than the existing
industrial organization or the macroeconomics literature recognizes. In addition to physical costs (“menu
costs”), we identify and measure three types of managerial costs—information gathering, decisionmaking and communication costs, and two types of customer costs—communication, and negotiation
costs. We find that the managerial costs are more than six times, and customer costs are more than twenty
times, the menu costs. In total, the price adjustment costs comprise 1.22% of the company’s revenue and
20.03 % of the company’s net margin. We show that many components of the managerial and customer
costs are convex, while the menu costs are not. We also document the link between price adjustment
costs and price rigidity. Finally, we provide evidence of managers’ fear of “antagonizing” customers.
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“I have no answer to the question of how to measure these menu change costs, but these [menu cost] theories will never be taken seriously until
an answer is provided.”
Edward Prescott (1987, p. 113)
“Given the large number of theoretical papers that evaluate the implications of [price] adjustment costs, obtaining direct evidence that such costs
are present seems crucial.”
Margaret Slade (1998, p. 104)

I. Introduction
One of the popular theories of price rigidity is the cost of price adjustment theory (Akerlof and
Yellen, 1985; Mankiw, 1985). According to this theory, a seller must incur a fixed “menu cost” each time
a price is changed and therefore, a seller is likely to make fewer price changes when such costs are
present. As Blinder et al. (1998, p. 21) note, these costs have become “… one of the main strands of New
Keynesian theorizing.”1
Numerous authors, however, have suggested that menu costs, if interpreted literally, may not be high
enough to cause price rigidity.2 For example, according to McCallum (1986, p. 408), “it seems
implausible that the actual resource costs of changing price tags are of significant magnitude.” Consistent
with this argument, Blinder et al. (1998) report survey findings that discourage a literal interpretation of
menu costs.
Instead, some have argued that the truly substantial costs of price adjustment must be related to
managerial time and effort (“thinking cost”) and to customer considerations which form barriers to price
changes. For example, Mankiw and Reis (2002) emphasize the conceptual importance of managerial
decision costs for producing a more plausible Phillips Curve relation. In fact, Ball and Mankiw (1994, p.
142) “… suspect that the most important costs of price adjustment are the time and attention required of
managers to gather the relevant information and to make and implement decisions.” Similarly, Blinder et
al. (1998, pp. 313–14) conclude that firms “… are loath to change prices because doing so would
‘antagonize’ their customers.” They suggest that this issue [customers’ antagonization] “… comes up so
often that figuring out precisely what it means should be a high-priority item on any future research
agenda.” Rotemberg (2002) constructs a model in which a threat of consumers’ angry reactions over
unfair price increase can lead to price rigidity of the type often observed in the data.
The problem is that the actual magnitude of the managerial and customer costs of price adjustment is
not known. The only study that reports empirical evidence on the practical significance of customer costs
is the survey study of Blinder et al. (1998), who find that managers consider preserving customer
relationships important. Hall et al. (1997) use the same methodology as Blinder et al., and report similar
findings for the UK manufacturing firms. However, these studies do not report the quantitative
magnitude of the managerial and customer costs of price adjustment.
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For theoretical studies of menu cost models see, for example, Mankiw (1985), Ball and Romer (1989, 1990), Blanchard and Kiyotaki (1987),
Rotemberg (1982, 1987), Caplin and Spulber (1987), Caplin and Leahy (1991), Sheshinski and Weiss (1977), Slade (1998), and Danziger
(1999, 2003), and the studies sited therein.
2
These include Carlton (1986, 1989), Cecchetti (1986), McCallum (1986), Lindbeck (1987), Rotemberg (1987, 2002), Gordon (1990),
Greenwald and Stiglitz, (1993), Ball and Mankiw (1994), Kashyap (1995), Carlton and Perloff (1996) and Meltzer (1995), among others.
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In this paper we seek to fill this gap by providing the first direct quantitative measurement of the
managerial and customer costs of price adjustment. Because traditional sources of economic data are
inappropriate for the task, we have developed a data-gathering research program, which involves an
intensive analysis of the pricing practices of a one billion dollar industrial firm and its customers.3 We
combine three data sources, (i) open-ended ethnographic interviews, (ii) non-participant observations,
and (iii) company data along with industrial engineering time studies, to identify and measure individual
components of price adjustment costs.
Many economists have emphasized the usefulness of the kind of data we have gathered. For example,
Caplin (1993, p. 21) calls “… for more detailed empirical work and for increased understanding of the
manner in which corporations actually arrive at pricing decisions.” Blanchard (1994) believes that, when
correctly done, we can learn a lot from listening to firms, and therefore, suggests going to the source of
price change activity—the price managers—to gain insights about price adjustment. Likewise, authors
such as Williamson (1985) and Durluaf (2001) have emphasized the importance of considering a wider
range of data. For example, Durlauf (2001, p. 67) states that “the tendency of economists to treat
statistical studies as automatically more informative than narrative studies has no justification in general
and is clearly pernicious in contexts … where the data are so poor.”4
To briefly summarize our findings, we find that the managerial costs of price adjustment include
costs of gathering information, costs of managerial decision on the price, and the cost of communicating
the logic of the price changes to different members of the firm. The customer costs of changing prices
include the cost of developing a communication strategy that can convey to customers in the best
possible light the logic behind the price change decision, and the cost of negotiating with the customers
who are not convinced about the new prices.
Quantitatively, we show that the managerial components of the price adjustment cost are substantial:
the managerial costs are more than six times, and the customer costs of price adjustment are more than
twenty times, the physical costs associated with changing prices. In dollar terms, the total annual cost of
price adjustment in 1997 is $1,216,445. Of this amount, $43,380, or 3.57%, is the cost of producing and
distributing, the annual and the monthly updates of price sheets, and $280,150, or 23.03%, is the
managerial cost which includes the cost of information gathering and analysis, systems cost, and the cost
of the managerial time spent on the evaluation and decision of price changes. The remaining $892,915,
or 73.40%, is the customer cost of price adjustment.
Further, we demonstrate that the managerial and customer components of the price adjustment cost
are convex but the physical costs of changing prices—“menu costs”—are not. We also discuss the link
between the price adjustment costs and price rigidity by offering three examples of price rigidity. First, we
3

The amount of time and effort needed to carry out such an in-depth study, have forced us to limit our study to one firm. Replicating a similar
project at multiple companies, even if practically possible, would be prohibitively expensive.
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show that the firm changes its list prices annually even despite strong reasons and ample opportunities to
change prices at other times during the year at, essentially, zero menu cost. Second, we show that when
currency fluctuations required an increase in price in another country, the firm delayed its response due to
increased customer negotiation and managerial costs. Finally, we provide evidence of manager’s fear of
“antagonizing” customers.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we describe the data. In section III, we describe the
price change process, identify the price adjustment costs, and present their absolute size. In section IV,
we present the relative size of price adjustment costs. In section V, we show that the managerial and
customer costs of price adjustment are convex. In section VI, we provide evidence on price rigidity. In
section VII, we provide evidence on customer antagonization cost. In Section VIII, we discuss possible
biases in our estimates and other measurement issues. Section IX concludes. In the Methodological
Appendix we provide some details on the ethnographic interview methodology.

II. Data
Little is known about the managerial and customer costs of price adjustment. Standard data sources
and methods of data collection are of no practical use in this case. The accounting systems firms use, for
example, do not track the costs associated with changing prices. Such information is available only
through careful analysis of the processes associated with changing prices. Therefore, we designed a
research program to study these processes and determine the source and the magnitude of price
adjustment costs. Our methods aimed at both eliciting a detailed description the process of changing
prices and determining the costs associated with them.
To ensure the validity of our program, we have formed a cross-disciplinary research team. Two of us
specialize in the use of ethnographic tools, another is trained in the time-and-motion methods of
industrial engineering, and the remaining two study various aspects of pricing and price adjustment.
A. Research Setting
We study the pricing practices of a one billion dollar industrial firm that produces over 8,000
products used to help maintain machinery. The firm sells its products to other firms, either directly to the
original equipment manufacturers of the machinery or to various distributors who sell them to the end
users. We chose the site because we were promised full support from upper management and essential
participants in the pricing process.5 While the majority of the research was conducted at the
organization’s head office, we also spent a considerable amount of time at other locations that included
many of the firm’s customers around the US. The company made all participants, both within company
4
See also Kashyap (1995), Lach and Tsiddon (1996), Dutta, et al. (1999, 2002), Genesove (1999), Levy, et al. (1998, 2002), Bergen, et al.
(2003), Chen, et al. (2003), and Müller, et al. (2002).
5
This was because several former students of one of the co-authors worked at this firm, and also because the upper management was interested
in learning the magnitude of the company’s price adjustment costs.
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and its customers, available to us. In addition, we received access to the company records. We presented
our findings to the upper management and they concurred with them.
B. Data Collection Methods
We began by collecting three types of raw data. One type of data came from open-ended, taperecorded interviews with the individuals involved in the pricing process. These interviews followed
standard ethnographic methods (Spradley, 1979), but were aimed very directly at determining what
activities were required to change prices. The tape recordings from these interviews were then transcribed.
A second type of data came from non-participant observation during a variety of pricing activities. Again,
following standard ethnographic procedures, at least two members of the research team simply observed
the activities of members of the firm. We sat in on meetings in which organizational members discussed
list prices or special pricing arrangements (for example, international pricing), we observed pricing
interactions among team members, and we observed the various tools used to determine prices. A third
type of data came from internal documents generated by the organization in its pricing activities. They
include price lists, minutes from past price change meetings, organization charts, pricing documents, emails, volumes of discounted pricing request forms, and other documents related to pricing. In total, we
spent more than 720 man-hours in the field. The period of immersion produced over 500 pages of singlespaced interview transcripts as well as various documents and field notes we gathered.
To determine the magnitude of the price adjustment costs, we used time study methods of industrial
engineering. Levy, et al (1997, 1998) and Dutta, et al (1999) have also used these methods to measure
menu costs. However, unlike these studies, which focus only on the physical costs of changing prices, we
are addressing all three types of costs: (i) physical, (ii) managerial, and (iii) customer costs of changing
prices. As the literature on engineered work measurement indicates (Karger and Bayha, 1977), while
industrial engineering time studies can be applied directly to repeated physical costs, these methods must
be adapted to address the “knowledge workers” who are the primary contributors to the managerial and
customer costs.
Consistent with time-and-motion methods, we began by developing a detailed description of the
pricing process. The raw material from the ethnographic work provided a firm grounding for our
measurements.6 From the detailed descriptions and the documents provided by the price change process
managers and participants, we developed a detailed account of the steps involved in changing prices. We
then developed a list of the participants engaged in each of these steps. From the list of participants, we
proceeded to develop a detailed list of the activities required of these individuals for adjusting prices. We
then measured the time involved in these activities, drawing either from their descriptions of the
activities or from the company records. Where direct costs were available (for example, travel costs), we
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drew our measurements directly from them. Where direct costs were not available, we developed
measures based on both the descriptions provided by the participants and observation of the tasks. When
clarification was required, we returned to the site to get more details from the pricing coordinator.
Finally, from these records and process charts, we produced a list of price change process participants,
the time required, and the costs involved.
We shall note the differences between the method we use and the method adopted by Blinder, et al.
(1998). Like Blinder et al., we go to managers for our data, but our methodology differs from theirs in
several important ways. First, we went deep into one corporation to find insights on costs of adjustment,
rather than going in less depth across a wide variety of companies as Blinder et al. did. Second, our
ethnographic-observational data collection method is particularly useful for discovering new insights
when little is known about a phenomenon. Interpretive research methods like ethnography follow a
“discovery oriented” perspective (Wells, 1993) rather than a hypotheses testing approach as in the work
of Blinder et al. Clearly such a discovery oriented perspective is particularly powerful when faced with a
phenomenon, such as costs of price adjustment, whose structure, dimensions, and magnitude have yet to
be completely understood, identified and measured. Third, we study the price change process and its
various cost dimensions from the point of view of the process participants. In contrast, Blinder, et al’s
method adopts the theoretical viewpoint of the researcher. Fourth, the results Blinder et al. report, “fit
neatly into economists’ theoretical boxes” (Blinder, et al. 1998, p. 8). In contrast, we have to identify
patterns, thematic groupings, recurring views and observations, etc., when we analyze the interview
transcripts.7 The advantage of this approach is that it allows us to discover the essential dimensions of
managerial and customer costs of price adjustment as perceived by the price change process participants
themselves.8

III. Managerial, Customer, and Physical Costs of Price Adjustment: Absolute Measures
“Pricing season around here lasts longer than the NFL.” Pricing Analyst

The process for changing prices has two parts. The first part is the process of changing list prices.
Changing the list price takes place over a period of several months, known as the “pricing season” to the
firm employees.9 The second part of the price adjustment process includes developing a communications
strategy to inform customers of the list price change, followed by negotiation with some customers. The

6
Indeed, while our methods follow exactly the methods employed by any industrial engineer developing cost measures for a firm, our raw data in
the transcribed interviews provide recorded detail generally not available to the industrial engineers who would perform such measurements
internally.
7
Our methodology is more similar to the methodology used by Bewley and Brainard (1993) and Bewley (1999) to study firm-level wage setting
behavior.
8
For more details on the ethnographic interview methodology, see the Methodology Appendix.
9
We should note that the organizational members that participate in price change activities describe as “pricing” what economists call “price
changes.” Indeed, most of the pricing activity undertaken by this firm was price adjustment. Of the products we studied, only a small number of
new products (about 50 out of 8,000) were added during the year. We should also note that we observed no change in the quality of the products
during our study. The firm introduced a higher quality line of products during the period of this study, but we have not included the cost of
setting prices for those products in cost of price adjustment measures we report.
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amount of time and resources spent on the negotiation, and the outcome of the negotiation depends on the
customer and market situation. Occasionally additional negotiations will occur with specific customers
later in the year depending on customer requests and competitors actions, but these negotiations are much
less frequent.
The price change period, or the “pricing season,” occurs once a year. The firm sets the start of the
season based on the needs of the firm’s customers. The largest customers need about 2–3 months of a
lead-time before they publish new prices in January. The firm also requires about three months to set its
prices, so the price adjustment period generally begins in late July or early August. The pricing season
culminates with the distribution of new list prices, generally around November. These dates might vary
depending on the complexity of the actual price changes.
The price adjustment period begins with the formation of a market strategy for the firm for that year.
The market strategy varies from year to year. In a given year the strategy might address such goals as
increasing profitability, increasing market share, stabilizing prices, maintaining or increasing the size of
particular customers, or creating a specific image of the company (for example, as a low-cost producer or
as a high quality producer). Once the market strategy is set, the firm must assess prices for all its 8,000
products, taking into account competitive information and the expected customer reaction. This complex
process entails coordination and information gathering from various individuals from different parts of
the firm.
A. Managerial Costs of Changing Prices
The managerial costs include information gathering costs, decision-making costs and internal
communication costs.
1. Information Gathering and Decision Making Costs
Price change decision-making processes require a great deal of information gathering. The
information gathered includes customer, company and competitor data. These information-gathering
efforts involve many different organizational members. During the two years we studied, a pricing
coordinator and pricing manager acted as the focal point for the data gathering efforts. For example, the
pricing coordinator would seek competitor price sheets from the field sales representatives. The
coordinator would also turn to the engineering group to determine the substitutability of the company’s
parts for comparable competitor parts. The coordinator might also turn to the marketing group for
customer sales records and competitive information, to the finance group for sales records for specific
parts, to the sales force for specific customer and competitor information, to the accounting group or to
the production group for cost information, and to upper management for clarification of specific actions.
From these various pieces of information, the coordinator builds a database that allows them to compare
the competitors’ prices with their prices. The information technology representative would help in the
7

organization and storage of this information in a database form. This process occurs primarily during the
first six months of the year—the time before the pricing season.
The cost of time spent by participants during this process is shown in Table 1a. These costs include
all the time from January to July for all participants. These activities take up 10.75 man-months (which is
the sum of the figures in the last column of Table 1a, from January to July) for a total cost of $94,600
(10.75 months × 176 hours/month × $50.00 per hour = $94,600). We include these information-gathering
costs because they are required for the subsequent analysis of proposed price changes.
With the database in place, various individuals participate in a series of price change simulations and
impact analyses in order to translate the pricing strategy into various specific pricing actions. The
different participants’ list and the time spent by them directly on the list price changes from August to
December is provided in Table 1a. Again, the pricing coordinator and pricing manager serve as the focal
point for these efforts. The pricing strategy will imply specific changes for various product lines in the
company. Given the competitor, customer and company information, various organizational members,
including people from marketing, sales, and finance will develop specific recommendations about which
prices to increase, which prices to decrease, and which prices to leave unchanged. The pricing
coordinator with the help of financial analysts will then take a first look at the specific proposed prices.
Our analysis of the price change decision process reveals a series of managerial activities of vast
scope and complexity. Arriving at a list price for each of these 8,000 parts demands enormously complex
analysis of the price structure of the firm, the pricing action of its competitors, and possible alternative
pricing actions by the firm. In the words of the firm’s one of the financial analysts:
“We would do [analysis] at the overall business unit level and then I would pull down into these massive
Excel spreadsheets: here is a customer and here are the 3,000 parts they bought last year and here is the 8,000
items in our price list; here are the proposed changes. What would be the impact of that on this customer?
And then, let’s say we did a [volume discount] program. They [the customer], of course would want their 10
highest volume parts [as part of the discount program] and we took ten percent off of that. What is the impact
of that? … So we had at least 8,000 lined spreadsheet doing these look up functions that would take two
minutes to calculate.”

The process described by the analyst is designed to assess the implication of the proposed price
changes for a single customer, but will often be repeated for each major and some minor customers.
Moreover, the coordinator and the analyst will often conduct multiple such analyses for major customers.
Analyzing pricing actions is so complicated that the computing and accounting systems can constrain the
price adjustment ability. For example, during the first year of our study, the complexity of the analysis
process tied up the computer system for the organization, causing problems for other users of the
computer system at the company. Such analysis even caused the entire company computer system to
crash occasionally.
This analysis process may continue through several iterations until the various individuals involved
come to some agreement about specific price recommendations. Then various participants, including
8

marketing and sales managers review the proposed price changes. Finally, upper managers must review
the new prices. They too may make changes. Such changes will demand yet another cycle of internal
communication and analysis before the revised prices can go to the pricing analyst and publications
group for distribution as the list prices.
The costs for these activities include all the personnel time spent in this process from August till
December. These activities take up 17.8 man-months (which is the sum of the figures in the last column
of Table 1a, from August to December) for a total cost of $156,650 (17.8 months × 176 hours/month ×
$50.00 per hour = $156,650). The overall costs for information gathering and decision-making tasks from
January till December amount to $251,250 as given in Table 1a.
2. Internal Communication Costs
Once the list prices changes are determined, they must be communicated to the sales force. This
requires group meetings with members of the pricing team, senior managers, territory managers and the
field sales force. The sales force must understand and interpret both the meaning of the new prices and
the significance of the price changes. Members of the sales force will usually comment on these changes,
and may also speculate about the managers’ motives for these changes. The internal communications
costs, therefore, involve the time and the effort the pricing managers need to spend informing the sales
force about the motives behind the price change. As we show below, the costs of poor internal
communication can be quite significant.
We present the measures of the internal communication costs in Table 1b. According to the table, the
cost of internal communication amounts to $28,900. This consists of flying 17 area and territory
managers to the company headquarters, where the pricing managers explain the new list prices. It also
includes the time spent in meetings between the area managers and pricing coordinators or pricing
managers at the corporate headquarters to discuss the new list prices and the time spent in getting their
feedback. We find that the total managerial costs of changing prices at this company, as Table 1c
indicates, was $280,150 in 1997.
B. Customer Costs of Changing Prices
The customer costs of changing prices are incurred after the firm has determined its new price
structure. The customer costs include the costs of presenting new prices to the customers and the costs of
negotiating with some customers after the new list prices are presented.
1. Customer Communication Costs
After the new list prices are set the company must communicate them to its customers. The task
parallels the internal tasks of communicating the pricing strategy to the salespeople, except that it now
occurs for each customer. As a preparation for communicating the new prices to the distributors, the sales
managers meet with territory managers to discuss their “communication strategy,” which include
9

evaluating the effect of the new prices on individual customers, creating presentation tools for presenting
the new prices to the customers, and plan possible follow-up visits. For more severe price changes and
more important customers, such as customers with purchase volume of half a million dollar or more, the
salesperson’s manager would attend these communication sessions as well. These meetings usually focus
on the distributor’s entire purchase history by product category and on examining how the price changes
affect them.
The firm we studied divides its customer base into three categories: the largest 25 customers (Table
2a), the middle 250 customers (Table 2b), and the remaining 1,100 customers (Table 2c). All of the
largest 25 customers, and a few of the next 250 customers receive a special attention. Consequently, the
firm may send representatives from headquarters, the salesperson and the salesperson’s manager to meet
with these customers.
The next 250 customers, and a portion of the remaining 1,100 customers receive more limited
attention. Generally the salesperson will meet with these customers alone and present the effects of the
price changes. For select customers, the salesperson’s manager will also accompany the salesperson. The
bottom tier customers do not receive as much attention, and so they will usually complain to their
salesperson. At a minimum, the salesperson may do some calculations to determine the effect on the
customer. During the year of our study, these meetings and communications occurred during November
and December of 1997 and ran into January and February of 1998. As Table 2d indicates, we find the
cost of communicating the price changes to all customers totals $368,940. By way of comparison, travel
costs and fully allocated labor costs for the sales force and marketing during the same time period cost
$757,135. Thus, according to our measurements, approximately half the effort of the sales-force during
this time was devoted to meeting with customers regarding the price changes.
2. Customer Negotiation Costs
Not all customers are convinced about the price change. Therefore, after the new list price is
communicated to them, the firm enters into negotiation with them and tries to convince them of the logic
of the price change. The bulk of these negotiations occur from November to February in concert with the
annual list price changes made by the firm.
The negotiation costs include the time spent by territory managers and distributors in discussing bids
with their major customers. These costs are smaller versions of the managerial costs associated with
information gathering, decision making and communication (both internal and now external as well) costs
of price adjustment. Not all customers require these kinds of negotiations. We find that two thirds of the
top 25 customers and about 60 percent of the smaller customers (i.e., the middle 250 and the bottom 1,100
customers) require further negotiations (Tables 3a, 3b, 3c). While these negotiations mostly occur when
there are price increases, not all of them lead to price reductions. Instead, the negotiation outcome can
range anywhere from no price adjustment from the new list price to completely taking back any list price
10

increases.
Negotiations can therefore act as a source of price rigidity for the firm, limiting its ability to change
prices. When a negotiation reverses a list price increase, it creates complete rigidity because the price
does not change from the previous year. In other instances, negotiations take back part of a price change,
so the actual price does not change as much as the change in the list price. Whether these negotiations
lead to price adjustments or not, the firm expends considerable resources evaluating the effects of the list
price changes on a customer-by-customer basis.
Consider an example from one of the top 25 customers. During the pricing season we studied, a
major customer called a senior vice-president to negotiate a new discount level. This request to negotiate
generated an immense amount of work for the members of the organization. The senior vice-president
and his staff flew to meet with the customer, which took two days. The team then returned to
headquarters to gather additional data about the customer, similar customers, the firm’s competitors, and
the effect of the customer’s purchases on the firm’s revenue. The pricing team recalculated the effect of
their price changes on that customer and similar customers. They met, suggested additional analysis, met
again and decided on what they wanted to offer at the next round of meetings with the customer. Then
they planned a presentation for this customer. The team then flew back with 3 corporate people, an area
manager and the account manager for another two days.
This is not an unusual process for any negotiation with a customer holding a large account. New
large accounts require even more effort. The reaction of a senior manager below captures the significant
opportunity cost that customer negotiation costs impose:
“What struck me in the market is that we are doing pricing every time we turn around. It takes me a huge
amount of time. I know that the area managers are struggling and spending a disproportionate amount of their
time talking about pricing and I believe adding minimum value in doing that.”

The manager found that pricing tended to crowd out other issues.
The middle and bottom tier customers require somewhat less negotiation effort. The middle category
generally receives less attention from headquarters. In general, these negotiations involve the territory
manager and, if necessary, the area manager. Again, the meetings would also require preparation and
follow-up, though such effort would be less intensive. The smallest 1,100 customers receive even less
personal attention. Often these negotiations are concluded over the phone, but the subsequent paperwork
must go through the territory manager’s manager, or some other manager at headquarters. Depending on
the complexity of the request, such a small-scale negotiation can still take as long as half a day to a full
day’s work by someone at headquarters.
Any one of these individual price negotiations with a customer requires much less time and cost than
is required to adjust the list prices. However, these individual negotiations must be tailored to each
customer. Across all the 1,400 customers of the firm, these re-negotiation costs are therefore larger than
the costs associated with changing list prices. These costs total $253,300 for the top tier of customers
11

(Table 3a), $172,500 for the middle tier of customers (Table 3b), and $98,175 for the bottom tier of the
customers (Table 3c) yielding total negotiation costs of $523,975 (Table 3d).
Thus, our measure of the total customer costs, as Table 3e indicates, amount to $892,915. This cost
includes the time spent in visits to customers to explain price changes, the time spent in associated
analysis, and the time spent negotiating prices for individual customers. Finally, it includes the actual
travel and other incidental costs incurred when visiting customers to discuss price changes. By way of
comparison, the total labor and travel expenses for the sales force alone—not including the associated
costs of members of headquarters who also participate in these discussions—come to about $2,500,000.
Thus, according to our measurements the customer costs of price changes comprise about a third of the
sales force expenses.
C. Physical (“Menu”) Costs of Changing Prices
We conclude our analysis of the costs of adjusting prices by considering the physical costs of
changing prices, the menu costs. According to Table 4, our measured total annual physical costs of
changing prices are $43,380. These costs include all steps required to publish new prices, and are most
comparable to the costs of changing prices reported by Levy, et al. (1997 and 1998) in their study of
supermarket chains, and Dutta, et al. (1999) in their study of chain drugstores. In our study the physical
costs of price adjustment include the total cost of printing and distributing the annual list price sheets and
the monthly supplemental list price sheets, as well as the costs of preparing and distributing electronic
versions of these price sheets (see Table 4). The annual list price sheets’ preparation requires
approximately 80 hours of time by both managers and other employees to put in a form ready for
printing. Internal records show a cost of $15,180 to print the annual list price sheets. The preparation of
the monthly supplemental list price sheets requires approximately 55 hours of time by managers and
other employees to put the data into a form ready for printing, and an annual cost of approximately
$10,000 is spent on printing the supplemental price sheets.
D. Total Costs of Changing Prices
Combining all three components of the price adjustment costs, we find that the total cost of price
adjustment the company incurred during 1997 was $1,216,445.00. Of this cost, the physical (menu) cost
comprise only 3.57%, the managerial cost—23.03%, and the customer costs—73.40 percent. Thus,
almost three quarters of the total price adjustment costs are accounted for by customer costs, and slightly
less than one quarter is accounted for by the managerial “thinking” cost. The menu cost component
appears negligible in comparison to the other two components.

IV. Managerial, Customer, and Physical Costs of Changing Prices: Relative Measures
To assess the relative magnitude of the cost of changing prices we compare them to the company’s
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revenues, operating expenses, gross margins, and net margins. In addition, we present the cost of
changing prices per product carried. These measures are reported in Table 5.
According to the table, the physical menu cost comprises only 0.04% of the company’s revenue. In
contrast, the managerial and customer costs comprise 0.28% and 0.91% of the revenues, respectively. In
total, the price adjustment costs comprise 1.23% of the company’s revenues, which seems substantial,
especially if judged in the context of the existing models of price rigidity. For example, in the model of
Blanchard and Kiyotaki (1987), a price adjustment cost of 0.08% of the revenues (which they consider
“very small”) is sufficient to prevent a price adjustment. In the model of Ball and Romer (1990), menu
cost of 0.70% of revenues (which they consider “non-negligible”) is necessary to prevent a price
adjustment. The price adjustment costs we find here certainly exceed these minimums.
As a proportion of the operating expenses, the menu, managerial and customer costs comprise 0.20%,
1.40%, and 4.56%, respectively, for the total of 6.16%. As a proportion of the net margin, the menu,
managerial and customer costs comprise 0.68%, 4.61%, and 15.01%, respectively, for the total of
20.30%, which seems quite substantial. Per product carried, the costs of price adjustment amounts to
$154.16, which is almost 40 times higher than the $4.23 figure Levy, et al. (1997) report for large US
supermarket chains. The main reason for this difference is the large managerial and customer cost
components we find here. In addition, the company only produces and sells 8,000 products in contrast to
over 25,000 products sold by supermarkets.
Finally, we look at the price adjustment costs relative to the frequency of price changes. For this we
need to calculate the number of price changes the firm undertakes each year. Although the company
carries only about 8,000 products and it changes the list prices of almost all of them each year, the actual
number of price changes it actually undertakes each year is many times higher because of the individually
negotiated prices, discounts, and rebates. For example, many of the company’s top customers buy as many
as 3,000 different products. Big customers like these will usually re-negotiate the prices of many of the
products they purchase. Therefore, the actual number of price changes undertaken is quite high, in the
range of 10,000–54,000 each year.10
In the last row of Table 5 we present the price change costs per price change. As the table indicates,
the physical cost of changing a price ranges between $0.80–$4.34, the managerial costs range between
$5.19–$28.05, and the customer costs, between $16.53–$89.29. Thus, the total cost of changing a price
ranges between $22.52–$121.64. This indicates that the cost of changing a price in this company is an
order of magnitude higher than in the retail supermarket or drugstore industry. We believe this is because
our measures here explicitly incorporate the managerial and customer cost components of changing
prices. In the supermarket and drugstore industry studies, in contrast, Levy, et al. (1997, 1998) and Dutta,
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For comparison purposes we note that according to Levy, et al. (1997, 1998), average supermarket each week changes 3,916 prices (Levy, et
al., 1997, Table I, p. 797), which on annual basis (50 weeks) yields 195,800 price changes. Similar calculation using chain drugstore data
reported by Dutta, et al. (1999, Table 1, p. 689) indicates that each year average chain drugstore changes 56,550 prices.
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et al. (1999), report that the physical cost of changing prices comprises the main component of the cost
of price adjustment.
For comparison purposes we note three other studies that report quantitative measures of the costs of
price adjustment. Slade (1998) estimates the cost of adjusting prices of Saltine crackers in a retail
supermarket industry and reports that total costs of price adjustment (which includes fixed as well as
variable costs) comprise about 4 percent of revenue. Similarly, Willis (1999) estimates the cost of price
adjustment (which by construction includes all types of costs) using Cecchetti’s (1986) magazine price
data and finds that these costs comprise about 4 percent of revenues.11 While these studies confirm that
costs of adjusting prices are more than trivial, they both use econometric methods to estimate the cost of
adjusting prices. In contrast, here we provide direct measures of these costs. More importantly, their cost
estimates include fixed components of price adjustment costs. We have tried to exclude fixed costs from
our measures. Levy and Young (2002), study nominal rigidity of the Nickel Coke, and conclude that
price adjustment cost as a proportion of the revenue was an order of magnitude higher than the figures we
report here.12

V. Convexity of Price Adjustment Costs
“All of these costs depend on the size of the price change.” Pricing Manager

An important aspect of cost of price adjustment is the relationship between the cost of changing price
and the magnitude of the price change. The existing literature focuses primarily on two approaches to the
costs of price adjustment. In one approach, the cost of adjusting prices is a fixed or lump sum cost that is
incurred each time a price is changed and thus, is independent of the size of the price change. A second
approach considers the cost of changing prices as a convex function of the size of the price adjustment:
the larger the price change, the larger the cost of changing prices. These two approaches have markedly
different implications for the type of price rigidity we might observe. The limited empirical evidence that
exists on this issue seems to support the fixed cost model. For example, Blinder, et al. (1998) find a
support for the fixed cost model in their survey responses. Levy, et al. (1997, 1998) and Dutta, et al.
(1999) also suggest that there is little evidence of convexity in the physical costs of price adjustments.
Our data on the physical costs of price adjustment is consistent with this evidence. The physical costs
of changing prices consist of such tasks as constructing new price lists, printing and distributing new list
prices and the monthly supplemental price sheets, and notifying suppliers. These tasks are repeated each
month, whether the price change is large or small. Thus, we see no evidence of convexity for these
physical costs of price adjustment.
We find that many dimensions of managerial costs of changing prices, however, are convex. The
11

Willis (1999) however, fails to report the standard errors of his estimates, making his estimates difficult to interpret.
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Levy and Young (2002) report that the price of a 6oz Coca-Cola (in the bottle and from a fountain) was 5¢ beginning in 1886, when it was
first introduced to public, until 1959. Thus, they document a nominal price rigidity that lasted over 70 years!
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managers themselves pointed this out to us when we presented our findings to the firm’s upper
management: they themselves noted that the costs we were reporting were clearly related to the size of
the price changes. Our observation of the price change process confirms their claim. The larger the
proposed price change, the more people are involved, the more supporting work is done, and the more
time and attention is devoted to the price change decisions. For example, one sales manager described the
basis of these escalating costs:
“At that time I was a territory manager so I had no pricing authority. The only authority I had was to go to
my boss and I would say, “OK, here is the problem I’ve got." He would say “Fill out a request and we will
lower the price for that account.” So that is how the pricing negotiations went. At that time I went up the
chain to make any kind of adjustments I had to make … My five guys have a certain level [of discount] they
can go to without calling me. When they get to the certain point they have to get my approval ... Then I have
a price level before I have to go to Y… ”

The increased activity occurs for both managers and customers. The managerial costs of price
adjustment increase with the size of price adjustment because the decision and internal communication
costs are higher for larger price changes. First, the increased costs occur because more people are
involved. For example, during the first pricing season we studied, the company made a substantial price
adjustment, while during the second pricing season the price changes were relatively small. During the
first pricing season, we found that the price setting team consisted of seven people from both corporate
headquarters and the sales force who spent three days before the start of the pricing season debating the
market strategy. In the second pricing season, in contrast, the managers readily agreed on that year’s goal,
so the market strategy was not a source of contention. That year only three people shaped the strategy.
Second, the increased costs occur because larger price changes lead to more internal discussions.
During the first year, the marketing group was proposing a substantial reduction in list prices for one
product line, with the hope that it would send a signal to customers that the firm was both a high-quality
but also a low-cost producer for that product line. That proposal met with considerable resistance from
the sales force. This led to significant increases in the information gathering and decision making stages
of managerial costs. The resistance led to calls from participants who did not agree with this suggestion,
for more information about effects on the customers. For instance, the sales force was concerned about
the effects on key customers. Consequently, the pricing team needed to do additional analysis on those
customers in order to see what the effects would be, which demanded more time of the pricing and
financial analysts.
Third, the increased cost occurs because larger price changes lead to more attention and controversy,
making the resulting price change process much less linear. For instance, quite frequently questions
raised during the impact analysis will send the price-setting team back to reconsider the assumptions or
even gather additional information.
Customer costs of price adjustment also increase with the size of price adjustment because larger
price changes lead to both higher negotiation costs and higher communication costs. Larger price changes
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generate an increased amount of discussion. For example, when the firm negotiated especially low prices
with one major customer, the action attracted the attention all the way to the various vice-presidents
reporting to the CEO of the firm. Such discussions do not stop with the price changes; they often
continue after the new price has been established. In the particular instance we saw that the marketing
group continued to face questions about its strategy and the rationale from other personnel in other parts
of the organization.
Finally, when the firm makes a major price change, the organization incurs increased customer
negotiation costs because it must take a number of additional actions to handle its customers’ complaints
and concerns. In this instance, when other customers learned about the special deal offered to another
customer, they would ask salespeople why they didn’t get similar deals. Thus any time a pricing action
went beyond the range anticipated by customers or violated the pricing patterns from prior periods or
brought the firm out of line with competitors, the customers would complain and react.13 The pricing
managers had to spend additional time to deal with these customer concerns.
The salespeople will react in one of the two following time-consuming ways. First, the salespeople
might craft careful explanations. For example, in 1997, when the size of the price increase on some
products was unusually large (and out of line with competitors), the sales people spent a considerable
amount of time preparing presentations that would show the effects of the price changes on their major
customers, especially those that incurred the greatest price increases. For large and complicated price
changes, these analyses draw in the services of the financial analyst as well. Second, the explanations
may not be enough. The sales force then may need to renegotiate prices.
Our findings thus suggest that managerial and customer costs of changing prices are convex. The
evidence shows that changing a price “disrupts” any number of activities for people working in sales and
marketing, and can also have effects on various higher-level managers as well as on customers. The
evidence shows that the disruption varies with the size of the price adjustment.

VI. Price Adjustment Costs and Price Rigidity
“We can’t change prices biannually, it is not the culture here.” Pricing Manager

As discussed in section III, the firm changes its list prices only once a year, during the “pricing
season,” which ends with a publication of the new list prices.14 The firm follows the once-a-year price
adjustment policy despite ample opportunities to change prices at other times during the year. For
example, in addition to the annual price list, the firm also publishes monthly supplemental price list. The
firm uses the monthly supplement to introduce new products or to correct errors. In publishing the
13

Rotemberg’s (2002) model makes predictions consistent with this kind of behavior. In his model consumers periodically reassess the fairness
of their supplier’s attitude, for example, after noticing a price increase, and react accordingly. See Stiglitz (1999) for a discussion of the risks
involved in deviating from the “norm” when making price adjustments. The findings we report seem particularly consistent with Okun’s (1981)
customer market and implicit contract theory. See also Kahneman, et al (1986).
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monthly update, the firm already incurs the physical costs of publishing and distributing such a price
sheet to all its customers—the sort of lump sum costs of price adjustment generally captured by menu
costs. Yet, it never changes any prices when distributing these monthly updates. Thus, the firm each
month has an opportunity to adjust its prices at zero marginal menu cost as the monthly supplemental
price lists are printed and mailed anyway. The firm, nevertheless, never chose to do that. Given that it
would clearly be rational for the firm to adjust prices, at the very least in response to major changes in
cost or demand that occur throughout the year, the evidence clearly suggests that the managerial and
customer costs of changing prices, rather than physical menu costs, are likely to be the key factors in
preventing these mid-year price adjustments.
Managers at corporate headquarters also said that there were times when they did not raise the list
price as high as they wanted to because of the costs of adjustment—either the costs of later negotiation
and price change reversal through discounts offered by the sales force, or the costs of convincing the sale
force of the importance of the price change. The convexity of these costs only exacerbated these
problems. The firm often reacted to major changes in supply and demand conditions slowly and/or
partially because of the convex nature of the costs they faced in convincing and communicating these
changes to other members of the organization and their customers. Given the convex nature of the price
adjustment costs, pricing managers often felt it was not worth the fight to make major changes, and
would propose smaller changes to list prices.
Thus, negotiations act as sources of price rigidity for the firm, limiting its ability to change prices.
When a negotiation reverses a list price increase, it creates complete rigidity because the price does not
change from the previous year. In other instances, negotiations take back part of a price change, so the
price does not change as much as the list price changed.
In addition to selling products in the United States, the firm sells products in a number of foreign
countries. Many of those products are produced in other countries, but some are produced in the United
States and sold in foreign countries. Over the course of our study, the firm saw the currency grow
continually weaker in one country in which it sold a substantial number of its U.S.-produced products.
Since it sold these products in the currency of the foreign country, it was beginning to lose profits on
those sales. Despite these losses, the firm did nothing to adjust these prices for some time. When asked
why they weren’t changing prices, a pricing analyst stated that “it was too costly to open the doors to
negotiation” with its foreign customers. The exchange rate of the US dollar increased by more than 11
percent, before the company’s managers even considered any action. Thus, only after a sustained period
of losses did managers begin to discuss possible actions. After considerable discussion, and additional
loss of another 5 percent, the firm finally chose to impose a surcharge to adjust its international price for
the currency fluctuations. Thus, the price rigidity is caused by the prohibitively high cost of price
14

The negotiated price changes typically take place within two months of the new list price sheet publication. Thus, the price changes are not
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adjustment.15
Arguably, indexing prices to the exchange rate could have reduced the costs of price adjustment in
this situation. When we asked the financial analyst about changing to an indexed pricing rule, however,
he indicated that it would be too costly for them to implement. It should be noted that introduction of an
indexation rule into price adjustment process is not similar to a simple change in price. Introduction of an
indexation mechanism is actually a change in the form of pricing and in the form of price adjustment
rule/mechanism, and therefore, is likely to be more costly than changing prices within the existing form
of pricing. This should not be surprising in light of the managerial and customer costs of price adjustment
we identified for mere price changes. Thus, this evidence predicts even greater rigidity in changing forms
of price adjustment rules: when indexation is not the standard pricing practice, it may be difficult to get
firms to index prices because that would mean a change in the rules of the game.
Our evidence therefore suggests two levels of rigidity: one level of rigidity occurs in the process of
changing list prices, and a second level of rigidity occurs in the process of implementing the list price
changes at the customer level. The second level of rigidity results from an additional cost of aligning
organizational actions between the various participants in the price adjustment process.
An important issue in the costs of adjustment literature is the relationship between the cost of price
adjustment and the frequency of price changes. While we do not have time series data on the frequency
of price changes and the corresponding costs, we can use the information we gathered at this firm to
speculate on the shape of this function. Given the existing system of price change processes, the physical
costs of price adjustment will likely vary directly with the frequency of price change because all the
physical tasks needed to change prices must be repeated. That means that the physical costs would
double if the frequency of price changes doubled.
The implications for the managerial steps are more complicated. Based on our observations, we
know that the managerial tasks constrain the ability of the organization when prices need to change more
frequently. A pricing expert with many years of experience at this company stated how costly they found
the pricing season, and that they would not consider changing prices more often because of these costs.
Over the course of our study, we encountered a retired pricing manager who worked at the company
during the mid-70s. He explained that they found it difficult, given their existing price change system, to
change prices more frequently during those inflationary years. Although there was some urgency to
change prices more frequently, according to the manager, “There was also a period of some rapid
inflation back in the Carter years where we would barely get a price sheet printed and you would have to
start working on another one, every 6 months or so.” Given the description from that manager and other
scattered throughout the year.
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The finding of rigidity of the product prices in terms of foreign currency units is related to the phenomenon known as “pricing-to-market” in
the international economics literature. However, as Bergin and Feenstra (2001) note, the phenomenon is actually best described as “local
currency pricing” as defined by Devereux (1997). As Lane (2001) points out in his recent survey of this literature, the key ingredient of the most
recent model of open economy is the introduction of imperfect competition and nominal rigidities (in the goods market, in the labor market, or in
both) by means of menu costs or staggered contracts. See Lane (2001) and the studies cited therein for more details.
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information we gathered, we can speculate that most of the managerial steps required for price change
decisions—information gathering, decision making, and internal communication—need to be repeated if
the price change process is undertaken twice a year instead of once a year. It is possible that some of the
managerial steps can be reduced or eliminated, but doubling the frequency of price changes will most
likely require repeating the entire managerial price change process and most steps involved. Given the
constraints on managerial time, their existing system could not accommodate the frequency of change
required in those inflationary times. Only with a major change in the price change process and the related
organizational structures could they have changed prices more frequently. Thus, more frequent price
changes would require fundamental changes in the processes of changing prices and their costs could
more than double.
It is less clear how the customer costs of price adjustment would change in response to the increase
in the frequency of price changes. Again, given our existing data we can speculate on possible effects.
During inflationary times customers were expecting prices to increase. The same pricing manager who
was involved in pricing during the mid 1970s noted that in inflationary times the firm used price changes
simply to try to recover increased costs. He observed:
“The [cost] increases we experienced during that [inflationary] time were very much largely driven by cost
and our average costs were going up and we were trying to recoup that. … [During] high-inflation period you
could get away with the high price increases. I think there was expectations in the market place; our
customers are saying ‘I am able to inflate my prices to the end user so I shouldn’t be surprised when my
vendor raises their prices …’ The distributors could pass on their prices a lot of easier than they can now.”

Under these circumstances, the customer costs of price adjustment may not double: because customers
expect price changes they will accept them more easily and thus fewer resources must be devoted to renegotiations.
On the other hand, if the costs are stable then doubling the frequency of price changes could result in
substantial customer cost of price adjustment. As demonstrated above, changing prices, especially when
changes are not clearly called for, invites customers to complain, to demand discounts and rebates, and to
ask to re-negotiate. Whether these negotiations lead to price adjustments or not, the firm expends
considerable resources evaluating the effects of the list price changes on a customer-by-customer basis.
Doubling the frequency of price changes when costs are stable may, therefore, more than double the
customer costs of price changes.

VII. Customer Antagonization Cost
“We will take it in the pants’ rather than pass it on down to our customers.” Major Distributor

We also offer some evidence on what Blinder, et al. (1999) call, costs of “antagonizing customers.”
Though we are not able to offer hard dollar measures of these costs, we offer qualitative evidence of their
nature.
When we visited the company’s customers, they would often express frustration as they tried to make
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sense of the firm’s price changes. One aspect of customer antagonism costs is that price changes—even
price decreases—draw attention to prices and require that the sales force justify the changes. As one
salesperson said, “every time you have one of those price changes you have to go in there and you are
opening a Pandora’s box.”
Changes in prices harmed the customer perceptions of the firm’s reputation, integrity, and reliability.
For example, according to one of the salespersons of the company, the constant price changes during
early 1990s, hurt the company’s image. In his words,
“It is getting to be a running joke that every December and January I am coming in with some [price] change...
They will say things like: ‘Where does that come from? … The direction is not consistent… You change
discounts, ... dramatically, we don’t know if you are committed to us or not.’ ”

We also found examples demonstrating how customer relationship concerns led to price rigidity. For
example, a pricing manager described a situation where the company had made a mistake and listed too
low a price. When they tried to raise the price because of the glitch, they faced such pressure that they
decided not to change the price until the next year. In general, the company and its customers were more
likely to postpone a price increase if it threatened issues associated with customer loyalty and brand
equity. One customer observed that often, if they received a price increase from their supplier (the firm),
they would usually “… take it in the pants” rather than pass it on down to their customers. The reason in
his words is that “We said we weren’t going to raise prices that year and I believe that once you say that,
you should stick with it.” In fact, we discovered that price rigidity was perceived by the company’s
customers to be a sign of “customer orientation” and therefore a good thing. Similarly, many customers
were more positively disposed to do business with companies who only changed their prices according to
a predictable time schedule. Indeed, price rigidity was a source of pride within a company because it
indicated that one’s relationship with customers were more important than the ‘bottom line.’
Another important component of customer antagonization cost is the risk of setting precedents.
Consider, for example, the decision to cut prices. Organizational members were extremely sensitive to
the dangers involved in cutting prices. One member of the sales force aptly described cutting prices as
“feeding the animal.” A decision to cut prices sets up a dangerous cycle: cutting prices in order to get
business this period, leads to a response by a competitor with a still lower price. This lower price puts
return pressure on the firm to lower its prices again. Pricing actions in one period therefore have
repercussions in future periods.
We find that the customer antagonism cost can arise even when there is a decrease in the price. For
example, one customer complained about a price decrease because their systems were not set up to pass
on the lower prices without incurring significant price adjustment costs. Others complained that they
would have to explain these price decreases to their end customers. In fact, both the sales force and
customers would sometimes argue against a price decrease because it would make the costs of a price
increase in later years more expensive because of the need to convince customers that prices should go
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up again. Thus any price change that does not make sense for the customer can cause customer
antagonism.16

VIII. Potential Biases and Other Measurement Issues
In performing our measurements we tried to be as conservative as possible by including in the figures
we report the costs of only those activities that we could directly link to price change activities. For
example, our measure of the information gathering cost does not include the cost of other data collection
activities such as data gathering from customers about new orders or inventory levels, as they are not
directly related to price change decisions. Similarly, our measures of customer communication costs do
not include costs of other types of communication, like the cost of informing relevant personnel about
new products or new market entry strategies, since these do not relate directly to price change decisions.
Despite our efforts, however, we suspect that our measures may still overestimate or underestimate
the true price adjustment costs. The main reason for the possible upward bias in our measures is the strong
complementarities present between pricing and other activities of the firm. For example, the trips of
territory managers and the field sales force to the firm’s headquarters (Table 1b), or the trips of company
price managers to the field (Tables 2a–2c and Table 3a–3c), are prompted by customers’ dissatisfaction
with the company’s pricing. It is, however, hard to imagine that these meetings are always exclusively
devoted to pricing. For instance, a discussion of increasing prices might lead to a discussion of adding
new features to a product. Therefore, issues such as investment in customer relations and in the image and
reputation of the company, attempts to obtain information from the customers concerning their desired
changes in the characteristics of the products, etc., may all be included in the price adjustment costs we
report. If such complementarities exist, we may have overstated the costs of adjustment.
On the other hand, these complementarities might also suggest that price adjustment decisions and
processes are embedded in other processes and activities in the firm that we did not study. For instance, it
is possible that a meeting of marketing team to discuss marketing-related issues may turn into a
discussion on pricing. The cost estimates we present come from elapsed-time measures of various pricing
activities. It is therefore equally likely that because of the complementarities we have also understated
the costs of price adjustment. We have evidence consistent with this interpretation. According to the
company’s field sales force, almost every meeting between members of the sales force and a customer
ultimately turns on price. In the words of a senior manager:
“What struck me in the market is that we are doing pricing every time we turn around. It takes me a huge
amount of time. I know that the area managers are struggling and spending a disproportionate amount of their
time talking about pricing and I believe adding minimum value in doing that.”

The manager found that pricing tended to crowd out other issues. Either way, these complementarities
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Numerous themes of this type we identified during our study seem to be in line with Stiglitz’s (1999) argument, that the informational
imperfections and the uncertainties firms face when making price change decisions make any price change risky. See also Rotemberg (2002).
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suggest that pricing is deeply embedded in other processes and activities.
There are several other reasons that suggest that we may have underestimated the true price
adjustment costs. First, in calculating the costs of changing prices, we focused on the opportunity cost
associated with price adjustment. We, therefore, report only those managerial and customer costs, which
seemed to directly affect the managers’ or the customers’ opportunity costs and that we could directly
link to the price change process. To this end, we do not include a variety of costs the firm paid to
improve its pricing processes. These costs, though significant, appear to be fixed costs rather than
variable costs of price adjustment. For example, this company spent millions of dollars on computer
hardware and software systems for use in price change analysis,17 on training and education programs for
their corporate staff, upper management and sales force, etc. We have also excluded variable costs, which
we couldn’t tie directly to price changes.
Second, there are numerous organizational members who are not part of the central pricing team who
were also called into price change activities over the course of the pricing season, but we have not
included them in our measures. Thus, we have only included the time spent by the central participants on
changing prices—leaving out many other organizational members who these participants would have
contacted during their work regarding various price change issues and/or who have been peripheral
participants in the price change process.
Third, there was no practical way of measuring several components of the managerial and customer
costs of price adjustment, the “soft costs.” For example, we have provided a detailed analysis of customer
antagonization costs, yet we could not include them in our numerical measures of price adjustment costs
because of the difficulty of quantifying them.
Fourth, we have excluded the emotional cost of disputes over price changes. A pricing analyst
described how at one of the early pricing strategy meetings, a representative from the marketing group
and one of the members of the sales force “… were shouting back and forth, …” and the argument
became so heated that “I thought they were going to throw punches.” While we tried to measure the time
associated with such conversations and disputes, our measures likely understate the significance of these
costs for at least two reasons. First, these tensions manifest themselves in time spent by individuals in the
company complaining and lobbying in support of their position. We found numerous examples of emails, and hours spent in the hallway and on the phone discussing the positions of various individuals on
pricing issues. Second, our costs cannot capture the effects emotions might have on decisions to change
or not to change the prices.18
An important question that our approach raises is: how can we differentiate between “pricing” and
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designed to help the field sales force in analyzing the company’s price change decisions, software systems for analyzing and managing discount
programs, refunds, etc. See Zbaracki, et al. (2001) for more details.
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“price adjustment?” We believe the answer depends on what is meant by pricing. If by pricing we mean
the pricing of new products, then these costs are mostly separate and therefore, not a problem. The firm
only introduces about 50 new products a year, and the process for setting their prices occur separately
from the processes we describe here. Certainly the cost of adding a new product to the price list would be
part of the “menu costs,” but given that the firm produces 8,000 products a year, the marginal printing
and distribution cost is likely to be negligible, because these price lists (annual as well as monthly
updates) are distributed regardless.
If “pricing” is interpreted to mean “the overall decision on what price to set,” then it is not clear how
one can separate the two because any internal discussion of price adjustment will likely be accompanied
by a discussion of the overall price setting strategy. If by “the overall decision on what price to set” we
mean the “cost of being in the business,” then we have tried to avoid this. Our measures include only the
resources devoted to price change decisions for which we were certain that the time and other resources
the company uses on price change assessment and decision have alternative uses. Thus, we focus only on
the opportunity cost of changing prices.
Another important issue that we need to address is the treatment of the cost the company incurred in
assessing price change proposals but in the end decided not to adopt them. Should the cost of considering
a price change count as the cost of price change if at the end it is decided not to change the price? The
answer to this interesting question is not clear and can certainly be debated. In our opinion, and the
strategy we followed in this paper, is that when the company contemplates a price change, analyses it
potential effects, and in the end decides not to implement it, that is part of the price adjustment cost. In
other words, in our opinion, the cost of deciding not to adjust price is also a cost of price adjustment. As
a practical matter, however, we had no way of measuring these “contemplation costs” separately.19
The important question, therefore, is, how might this difficulty affect the cost of adjustment figures
we report. The correct way of doing these calculations is to consistently treat the numerator and the
denominator when calculating the cost per price change. In terms of the numerator, i.e., the total cost of
price adjustment, these measures include all the time and resources spent on all price change analysis,
discussions, and decisions, regardless of whether the prices were changed or not. In terms of the
denominator, it depends. If we calculate price change per product, than we divide the total cost by 8,000.
Because the actual number of product price changes during the pricing season we studied was over 7,900
(according to our contact in the company, only less than 100 product prices were not changed during that
season), the figures we report are not substantially biased. That is, there is no substantial difference

18

We should also note that our customer costs of price adjustment do not include the costs incurred by the company’s customers. The customer
costs we are reporting are only those affecting the company itself.
19
We have discovered two instances where the company considered an adjustment to the form of pricing it used. In one case the company
considered an adoption of indexation rule in its international pricing division, but chose not to adopt it because the perceived cost of adjustment
(the managerial and customer costs) were prohibitively high. In the second case, the company decided not to change the way the prices of
bundled packages were adjusted, again because the perceived cost of the change was too high. However, we did not really have any way of
separating the cost of these contemplated changes from the rest.
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between total cost of price adjustment per contemplated price change ($1,216,445.00/8,000 = $152.06)
and per actual price change ($1,216,445.00/7,900 = $153.98). If we consider the cost of price adjustment
per price change, when we include the individually negotiated prices, then the magnitude of the bias is
less clear because of our inability to determine the proportion of the individually negotiated prices whose
changes were contemplated but in the end, not implemented. The ratio, however, will not necessarily be
biased upward because we know that some price changes that were eventually made were never
contemplated.20 None of these, however, bias our measure of the total price adjustment cost figures, if
one agrees with our argument that the cost of contemplating price changes should count as the cost of
price adjustment.

IX. Conclusion
Price adjustment costs and their nature are central for macroeconomics and industrial organization
and therefore economists have extensively studied their implications. While conference discussions21 and
essays by prominent scholars22 are full of speculations about the likely magnitude of these costs, there is
very little hard evidence on their nature and size. In this paper we fill this gap in the literature by
providing the first direct evidence on the actual nature and magnitude of the managerial and customer
costs, which many consider to be the most important components of price adjustment costs.
The evidence suggests that these costs of adjustment are substantial. The managerial “thinking” costs
are nearly an order of magnitude larger than the physical costs of changing prices. The customer costs are
far more than an order of magnitude large than the physical costs of changing prices. These costs are
therefore likely to be far more important than the traditional “menu costs” of adjustment. Moreover, these
managerial and customer costs, along with the soft costs we found, clearly show that pricing activities
consume a considerable portion of a firm’s activities and attention. Our quantitative evidence, then,
suggests that managers must choose to allocate resources to pricing activities and the “production
function of firms uses inputs not just to produce outputs but also price lists and prices” (Rotemberg,
2000, Bergen, et al., 2002).
Beyond the evidence on the magnitude of the costs of price adjustment, we also provide detailed
evidence on what contributes to those costs. Three important lessons follow from the analysis. First, we
demonstrate that these costs lead to price rigidity. Second, the evidence suggests that the internal
structure of the organization plays an important role in shaping the outcomes of pricing interventions.

20
We are unable to calculate the cost of price adjustment per contemplated price change when we consider individually negotiated prices
because we don’t know the proportion of the individually negotiated prices that the company contemplated changing but decided in the end not
to change.
21
For example, a publicly open debate on the relative magnitude and the importance of menu cost versus managerial cost of price adjustment
took place at the January 1999 American Economic Association Meeting in New York at a session on New Developments in Price Dynamics,
between Stiglitz (1999) and his discussant, Alan Blinder.
22
See, for example, Carlton (1986, 1989), McCallum (1986), Lindbeck (1987), Rotemberg (1987), Gordon (1990), Greenwald and Stiglitz,
(1993), Ball and Mankiw (1994), Kashyap (1995), Carlton and Perloff (1996) and Meltzer (1995).
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Third, the evidence demonstrates that convincing others of the merits of a price change leads to
convexity.
Many of the cost of price adjustment components and their complex nature we identify and document
seem to be a characteristic of primarily a multi-product producer. They would either be non-existent or
would, at most, be trivial in a setting of a single product producer. Unfortunately, the overwhelming
majority of the current theoretical cost of adjustment literature, with the exception of Sheshinski and
Weiss (1992) and Lach and Tsiddon (1996), typically considers a single product producer. The
implication of our finding, therefore, is that it may be fruitful to explore predictions of theoretical models
that incorporate traditional as well as these newer dimensions of cost of price adjustment in a multiproduct producer setting.
While our findings are specific to the firm we study, we anticipate that the themes will likely
generalize to other large industrial manufacturers selling large number of products of products in
business-to-business settings, and selling in markets with few competitors through a sales-force with a
substantial price negotiation power. This pricing method characterizes a large number of industries such
as health care products, chemicals, automotive, high technology, etc. We, therefore, expect that the nature
of the managerial costs will generalize to large companies dealing with multiple markets, multiple
products and multiple people within the organization. The nature of customer costs we find should also
generalize to any business-to-business markets where prices are negotiated. These costs will be higher
where salespeople (or any other separate function) participate in the negotiation process. Convexity
should also generalize to industrial markets and large companies facing managerial and customer costs.
Finally, price rigidity as an outgrowth of these costs should also generalize to other large industrial
manufacturers. The specific settings may change, and therefore the specific details such as the length of
the pricing cycle, the organization of the price adjustment process, and the actual magnitude of price
adjustment cost and its various components will likely vary from firm to firm. But regardless of the
setting, the central point from these themes will likely remain: at most such companies, pricing will likely
to be a complex process involving a large number of people and substantial amount of resources.
Both our quantitative and qualitative evidence, point to the importance of understanding the
relationship between the firm and its customers (Okun, 1981). When prices change one of the most
important costs is “selling” the new price to the customer. Managers, anticipating the challenge of
“selling” the new price, lobby for different actions, creating significant internal costs. Customers facing a
price change demand costly meetings and discussions with the sales force. Concerns about customer
antagonism therefore drive many pricing decisions. Moreover, it appears that the customer costs are the
most important reason that managerial costs are as large as they are. Clearly the firm can avoid these costs
if it chooses not to change prices. Our evidence therefore suggests that the relationship between the
organization and its customers may be one of the most important issues in the costs of adjustment. In this
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study we provide a broad outline of these costs, but more studies are needed to better understand how
customer interactions drive price changes. For example, detailed research on how customers react to
different price changes—price increases versus price decreases—could provide important information on
asymmetry of the cost of price adjustments. Similarly, in order to understand how costs of adjustment
affect the frequency of price changes, we need to better understand how customers react to more frequent
price changes. A recent study by Rotemberg (2002) is an important step towards that direction.
Another theme raised by our evidence addresses how to make sense of the fixed costs involved in
pricing processes. Over the course of our study we uncovered numerous fixed costs that firms incurred to
improve their pricing processes: investments in computer systems, training, and pricing expertise. We
have excluded these from the costs reported here. Nevertheless, our evidence suggest that these decisions
about pricing processes may have an important effect on many aspects of price adjustment, from
lowering future costs of price adjustment to improving future effectiveness in changing prices. This
suggests that future research should look into these aspects of the price adjustment processes (Zbaracki,
et al., 2001).
We also find that the actual price adjustment processes are substantially more complex construct than
the existing literature recognizes. This shortcoming is true not only to the macroeconomic literature, but
also to the industrial organization. The primary reason for this complexity is the fact that the company has
to assess and decide on the optimality of the prices of 8,000 different products. Another aspect of this
complexity, however, is the fact that during its assessment of these prices it has to consider also the
products’ relative prices. This is especially true in light of the fact that many of the company’s customers
buy hundreds and sometimes even thousands of different products, and they will certainly be sensitive to
the relative prices of the products they buy from the same company. Thus, the importance of relative
prices is another dimension of the complexity of the price adjustment process the company faces. Another
contributing factor is the fact that the company we study seems to act as a true price-setter as opposed to
price-taker. The company chooses when and how to adjust prices, and negotiates these with its customers.
Further, the magnitudes of various price adjustment costs that we find suggest a ranking of their
importance, which is not in line with the existing theoretical literature. For example, the overwhelming
majority of studies that incorporate price adjustment costs, typically model these costs as a fixed (or
“menu”) cost. While some authors (see, for example, Sheshinski and Weiss, 1977 and 1992) have
emphasized the conceptual difference between physical costs of price adjustment and managerial decision
costs, usually no such distinction is made at the actual modeling level. Mankiw and Reis (2002) explicitly
model these managerial decision costs of price adjustment and their effects on the Phillips curve
relationships, and suggest that macroeconomists need to think more broadly about the frictions that
impede price adjustment. Our work suggests that this is a promising research direction.
Finally, our evidence suggests some issues that fit less well in existing economic theories. Over the
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course of our studies, we found that pricing activities are deeply embedded in existing social structures.
We conclude by suggesting that we need to better understand the interaction between these social
structures and the process of adjusting prices. Changes in pricing and pricing processes are socially
negotiated (Zbaracki and Bergen, 1998). For example, the customer reactions that we identified are
embedded in existing patterns of relationships. These patterns of interactions shape understandings of
both price and pricing practices. In order to change prices, managers must take into account the existing
social structure and the way that it shapes how people think about both price level and the pricing
processes. Many of the costs of adjustment occur because the understandings of the participants in the
pricing process are so deeply anchored in the existing social structure. These social dimensions offer a
promising direction for future research and may hold the key to more effective models of adjustment
costs and processes.
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Appendix: Ethnographic Interview Method
Our research aimed at addressing the question: what are the managerial and customer costs of
changing prices? We chose to answer the question by asking the people who set prices. As Blinder, et al.
(1998) note in their remarkable work, in choosing to go directly to the people who set prices, one faces a
series of tradeoffs. Our choices took us in different directions, however. Where Blinder, et al. chose to
seek a broad cross-section of companies, we sought depth in one firm. In addition, whereas Blinder and
colleagues tried to maintain a very structured interview protocol, we chose a more ethnographic
approach. Finally, whereas Blinder, et al. sought to translate economists’ language into managers’
language, we sought to translate managerial language (and observation of managerial action) into data
that we hope economists can use. Despite these differences, we share with Blinder, et al. the conviction
that the “ability to replicate research findings is the essence of scientific inquiry” (p. 48). Should others
wish to adopt our methods, here we give a more detailed explanation of our method
Our data come directly from those responsible for setting prices. Three problems drove our choice of
methods. One problem driving our methods was that of getting accurate measures of the cost of changing
prices; we wanted to obtain objective data on those costs. Since firms do not measure such costs, we
could not rely on accounting data. Furthermore, estimates from CEOs or pricing managers seemed
unlikely to provide accurate data. Instead, we had to reconstruct those costs. Given that these costs were
likely distributed across a variety of organizational members and customers, we needed to contact a
variety of people in the organization. Because getting the costs sometimes required us to observe the
activities of organizational members, we needed to spend considerable time at the firm. These various
requirements led us to go deep into one organization and made a replication across additional firms
prohibitively expensive. The benefit of our approach is that it provides detailed descriptions of the
process of changing prices (including the variety of elements that contribute to the costs of changing
prices), which makes it possible for us to measure the cost of changing prices.
A second problem that we faced was moving from economic models of price stickiness—and
especially the costs of changing prices—to a managerial context. The task of moving from theory to
practice presents a researcher with three increasingly subtle problems in obtaining objective data. One is
what Blinder, et al. (1998, p. 53) describe as the problem of whether “economists’ technical theories of
price stickiness [could] be translated into crisp, clear prose” that practitioners could understand. As
Blinder, et al. show, this difficulty can be overcome. A second problem, however, is that even if we can
effectively translate economists’ language, when we begin with economic language, our study will focus
on theoretical speculations on where costs of changing prices might lie. We risk missing many possible
situations that might contribute to price adjustment costs because we have not asked the right questions.
A third problem is even more subtle. Given that we are asking questions, even if we avoid using
economists’ language or theory, we may introduce “demand effects” in the questions we ask. Simply by
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asking about a possible cost of changing prices, we may induce in the organizational members the notion
that such a cost is relevant to their work. Hence, we need to be very careful to balance letting the
informant present the problem in their language and ideas without losing sight of our objective of finding
out the costs of changing prices.
These problems are issues in ethnographic work of moving between languages and settings. Different
languages create different categories for experience. Ideally, “ethnographic descriptions should flow
from the concepts and meanings native to the scene rather than the concepts developed by the
ethnographer” (Spradley, 1979, p. 24). Ethnographic work does not aim to test scientific hypotheses.
Instead, it seeks to induce theory by drawing from native concepts. The ethnographer, therefore, needs to
carefully craft questions that evoke those native concepts without, wherever possible, imposing the
researcher’s scientific framework. While these methods may seem to follow the sort of “free form”
interviews that Blinder, et al. (1998) sought to avoid, in fact they do follow a general structure, aimed at
guiding the “informant” towards their specific categories and concepts. Following the methods of the
ethnographic interview, our interviews incorporated the following structure.23
1. Statement of Explicit Purpose: We began each of our interviews with a statement of explicit
purpose. The following is the script for that statement:
“Let us begin by explaining a bit about our research. We are doing research on how organizations go about
pricing their products. It turns out there is a great deal of academic research on how firms price their
products, but very little research uses explicit information about the actual process of pricing a product. In
particular, we are interested in how much it costs a firm to change the prices of its products: the managerial
time, the staff time, the sales time, the time to develop systems, the time to communicate the changes to the
customers, etc. Although we know that pricing products is a very difficult process, we know very little about
how much time that difficult process takes. Consequently, the information that you provide to us will be
extremely helpful for our understanding of the pricing process. It will help us in our teaching and research. In
addition, we will provide the data to you so that you will have information on the magnitude of pricing in
your firm.”

2. Ethnographic Explanation. We next explained the nature of the project, the desire to understand
pricing in their terms, and our wish to tape the interviews.24 The following is the script for our
explanation of the project:
“Given that we want to know about how firms do pricing, you can expect that we will ask a great number of
questions about what you do when you deal with the price of your products. We understand that pricing can
be an extremely sensitive subject. You should know that we are primarily interested in the process by which
you change prices, especially how much that costs. First, that means that even though we do study pricing,
you are the expert here. We want to know how you participate in the pricing. We want your thoughts on
pricing, what makes it difficult, and how the process works. Second, that means that everything that we ask
here is confidential. Although we will ask for data about your prices, we are not interested in the prices
themselves. We will never reveal any of your prices to anyone else out of the research team. We will also not
reveal your name or the name of the company, your customers, your suppliers, or any specific prices. If
necessary, we will disguise data in order to protect your confidential information. We will be taping the
interviews. This helps us get the most accurate information possible from the interview. It also makes it
easier for us to listen in the interview. Again, we will not reveal your name to anyone outside the research
23
24

Here we give only a brief overview of these methods. For more details, see Spradley (1979). Our approach draws heavily from his account.
As we discussed in our methods section, all but one informant agreed to be taped.
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team. Your confidentiality will be protected throughout the research.”

3. Interview Explanation. We then gave an overview of the process. We explained how the interview
would proceed. This portion was simply an explanation of the format that we present below. We have
order the subsequent questions to explain their purpose. In our explanation of the interview, we did not
include the categories we present here; rather, we simply presented the questions.
4. Ethnographic Interview. Ethnographic interview methods rely on three types of questions:
descriptive questions, structural questions, and contrast questions. Although we present the questions in
these categories, in the actual interview, structural and contrast questions tended to follow a different
structure.
a) Descriptive questions help get the informant to explain the broad elements of the pricing process.
Without the informant’s description of their role in changing prices, we can only speculate on what tasks
might contribute to the costs of changing prices. Hence, descriptive questions seek to gain an
increasingly detailed picture of the pricing process from the perspective of the informant. Ethnographers
have learned that more detailed questions encourage informants to give more detailed answers. While we
have tried to include some examples of the sort of detail we might include, these are more abbreviated
instances than many of the questions we asked. Some examples of the descriptive questions we used:
Friendly questions:
Can you give us a little bit of background about your work at [the firm] just so we can have some
background on how you got to your present position?
How long have you been at the firm? In what capacity?

Ethnographic questions:
Take us through your typical day. In any given day, how might you be involved in pricing? What roles might
you take or where might you be involved in changing prices? What main issues involving prices might have
crossed your desk?
We’d like to get a sense of some of the pricing history at [the firm]. What are some of the major pricing
issues that you have encountered since you arrived at [the firm]?
We’d like to know something about your company and your distributors share knowledge of pricing.
What do distributors know about pricing at [your firm]?
What do distributors think about how [your firm] does its pricing? Are their disagreements between [your
headquarters] and the field?
How do distributors affect pricing at [your firm]?
How do you deal with conflicts

between distributors?

b) Structural questions are questions that aim to get a sense of how the informants structure their
understanding of the pricing process. Once we have identified the ways that people are involved in
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pricing, we can start to get an idea of some of the factors that would contribute to the cost of changing
prices. For example, in our interview with the pricing analyst, we quickly discovered that making prices
public was a very complex process. In order to get a sense of how the different participants dealt with
that process, we asked questions like the following question:
We’d like to know how [your firm] gets its prices out to its customers. Can you take us through the steps you
go through to change your prices and make the new prices public?

Some follow-up questions:
Who are all the people that are involved in the process?
You said that you held lots of meetings. What were those meetings?
Who participated in the pricing meetings?
What happened at those meetings?
Similarly, one of the central tasks in changing a price turned out to be the rebates. Many different actors
needed to process a rebate, so we’d also ask a similar question to understand the rebate process:
Can you take us through the process that you need to go through to file a rebate?

Possible follow-up questions:
Who do you need to interact with?
Who else is involved in the process?
What other paperwork do you need to complete?
What happens if the rebate is rejected?

c) Contrast questions are questions that help the ethnographer know what an individual means by a particular
term. For our purposes of understanding the costs of changing prices, these questions were less important than
descriptive and structural questions. Sometimes, however, these questions helped us understand how reactions to
different price changes might differ. For example, when one of the customers mentioned instances where changes
in price wouldn’t matter, we would ask questions such as the following:
You mentioned that in some instances a one percent price change wouldn’t make any difference. Can you tell
us when a one percent price change would or wouldn’t make a difference?
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Table 1a. Managerial Costs of Changing Prices: Information Gathering and Decision Making Costs

Managerial Time Spent on Information Gathering and Decision Making: Fraction of Month Spent on Pricing
Pricing Season

January

Information
technology

Pricing
coordinator

Pricing
manager

Financial
analyst

Staff
assistant

Marketing
manager

Vice
President

Territory
Managers

1.0

0.1

0.05

0.1

0.1

0.05

--

--

Sales
manager
--

Total
1.4

-February

1.0

0.1

0.05

0.1

0.1

0.05

--

--

1.4
--

March

1.0

0.1

0.05

0.1

0.1

0.05

--

--

1.4
--

April

1.0

0.1

0.05

0.1

0.1

0.05

--

--

1.4
--

May

1.0

0.1

0.05

0.1

0.1

0.05

--

--

1.4
--

June

1.0

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.05

--

--

1.55
--

July

1.0

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

--

2.2

August

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

4.9

September

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.5

0.4

0.15

0.05

0.05

0.05

4.0

October

1.0

1.0

0.6

0.4

0.3

0.15

0.05

0.05

0.05

3.6

November

1.0

0.8

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

2.9

December

1.0

0.6

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

2.4

Total Months
Total Hours
(Months * 176
Hours/Month)
Total Cost @
$50/hour

12

5.5

3.55

3.2

2.4

0.9

0.4

0.3

0.3

28.55

2,112

968

625

563

422

158

70

53

53

5,025

$105,600

$48,400

$31,250

$28,150

$21,100

$7,950

$3,500

$2,650

$2,650

$251,250

Table 1b. Managerial Cost of Changing Prices: Internal Communication Cost

Task

Measure

Cost*

Source

Flights to HQ

17 @ $1,200 per trip

$20,400

Measure based on other
reported costs; approved
by management

Meeting

1 day per Area/Territory manager × 8
hours per day × 17 Area/Territory
Managers = 136 hours

$6,800

Measure based on
interview data

Feedback

2 hours per Area or Territory manager ×
17 Area and territory managers = 34
hours

$1,700

Measure based on
interview data

$28,900

Total

* Costs are based on average annual salary, fully loaded for benefits and expenses, at $100,000 per year. Assuming 2,000 hours per year, the
annual employee cost translates to $50/per hour.

Table 1c. Managerial Costs of Changing Prices: Total Cost

Task

Cost

Information Gathering and Decision Making (from Table 1a)

$251,250

Internal Communication (from Table 1b)

$28,900

Total Cost

$280,150

Table 2a. Customer Costs of Changing Prices: Top 25 Customers Communication Costs
Hours or
Per item cost
12 hours
12 hours
12 hours

Total Cost*
$600
$600
$600

3 trips

$1,200

$3,600

Territory manager
Area manager
Financial analyst or pricing assistant

2 hours
2 hours
1 hour

$100
$100
$50

Task
Customer presentation

Participants
Territory manager
Area manager
Pricing manager or marketing manager

Travel
Preparation for presentation

Total per customer
Total for top 25 customers

$5,650
$5,650 per customer × 25 customers

$141,250

* Costs are based on average annual salary, fully loaded for benefits and expenses, at $100,000 per year. Assuming 2,000 hours per year, the
annual employee cost translates to $50/per hour.

Table 2b. Customer Costs of Changing Prices: Middle 250 Customers Communication Costs
Hours or
Per item cost

Total Cost*

Territory manager
Area manager (weighted average, based on
1 out of 4 customers)

4 hours
1 hours

$200
$50

Travel

Territory manager
Area manager (weighted average, based on
1 out of 4 customers)

$600
$150

$600
$150

Bid preparation

Territory manager
Area manager (weighted average, based on
1 out of 4 customers)

2 hours
0.25 hour

$100
$12.5

Task

Participants

Presentation

Total per customer
Total for middle 250
customers

$1,112.50
70% of customers at $1,112.5 per customer × 250
customers

$194,690

* Costs are based on average annual salary, fully loaded for benefits and expenses, at $100,000 per year. Assuming 2,000 hours per year, the
annual employee cost translates to $50/per hour.

Table 2c. Customer Costs of Changing Prices: Bottom 1,100 Customers Communication Costs

Task
Respond to customer
complaint (phone
conversation)

Participants

Total for bottom 1,100
customers

60% of 1,100 customers at $50 per customer

Territory manager

Hours or
Per item cost

Total Cost*

1 hour

$50

$33,000

* Costs are based on average annual salary, fully loaded for benefits and expenses, at $100,000 per year. Assuming 2,000 hours per year, the
annual employee cost translates to $50/per hour.

Table 2d. Customer Costs of Changing Prices: Total Communication Costs

Customer Group

Total Cost

Top 25 Customers (from Table 2a)

$141,250

Middle 250 Customers (from Table 2b)

$194,690

Bottom 1,100 Customers (from Table 2c)

$33,000

Total Communication Costs for All Customers

$368,940

Table 3a. Customer Cost of Changing Prices: Top 25 Customers Negotiation Costs
Hours or
Per item cost
12 hours
12 hours
12 hours

Total Cost*
$600
$600
$600

$1,200

$3,600

Territory manager
Area manager
Pricing manager or marketing manager
Financial analyst

8 hours
8 hours
12 hours
8 hours

$400
$400
$600
$400

Territory manager
Area manager
Pricing manager or marketing manager
Financial analyst

16 hours
16 hours
16 hours

$800
$800
$800

16 hours

$800

$1,200

$4,800

Task
Customer presentation

Participants
Territory manager
Area manager
Pricing manager or marketing manager

Travel

3 trips

Preparation for negotiations

Meeting for negotiations

Travel

4 trips

Total per customer
Total for top 25 customers

$15,200
$15,200 per customer × 2/3 customers per year negotiating
× 25 customers

$253,300

* Costs are based on average annual salary, fully loaded for benefits and expenses, at $100,000 per year. Assuming 2,000 hours per year, the
annual employee cost translates to $50/per hour.

Table 3b. Customer Cost of Changing Prices: Middle 250 Customers Negotiation Costs
Hours or
Per item cost

Total Cost*

Territory manager

4 hours

$200

Travel

Territory manager

$600

$600

Bid preparation

Territory manager

2 hours

$100

Approval

Area manager

2 hours

$100

Headquarters

Analyst time

2 hours

$100

Customer follow-up

Territory manager

1 hour

$50

Total per customer
Total for middle 250
customers

$1,150 per customer × 0.60 customers
each year × 250 customers

Task

Participants

Negotiation

$1,150
$172,500

* Costs are based on average annual salary, fully loaded for benefits and expenses, at $100,000 per year. Assuming 2,000 hours per year, the
annual employee cost translates to $50/per hour.

Table 3c. Customer Cost of Changing Prices: Bottom 1,100 Customers Negotiation Costs

Task

Participants

Hours or
Per item cost

Negotiation

Territory manager

0.5 hours

$25

Analysis and bid preparation

Territory manager

1 hour

$50

Approval

Area manager

0.25 hours

$12.5

Headquarters analysis

Pricing assistant

10% at 0.25 hours
80% at 1 hour
10% at 4 hours
Weighted average: 1.225 hours

$61.25

Total per customer

Total Cost*

$148.75

Total for bottom 1,100
customers

$148.75 per request for pricing × 660 requests per year

$98,175

* Costs are based on average annual salary, fully loaded for benefits and expenses, at $100,000 per year. Assuming 2,000 hours per year, the
annual employee cost translates to $50/per hour.

Table 3d. Customer Costs of Changing Prices: Total Negotiation Costs

Customer Group

Total Cost

Top 25 Customers (from Table 3a)

$253,300

Middle 250 Customers (from Table 3b)

$172,500

Bottom 1,100 Customers (from Table 3c)

$98,175

Total Negotiation Costs for All Customers

$523,975

Table 3e. Total Customer Costs of Changing Prices

Task

Total Cost

Total Communication Cost (from Table 2d)

$368,940

Total Negotiation Cost (from Table 3d)

$523,975

Total Customer Costs

$892,915

Table 4. Physical Costs of Changing Prices (Menu Costs)

Item
Price list:

Measured Hours

Cost*

Source

Marketing
communication

80 hours
(From time sheets and marketing
communication measures)

$4,000

Self report (meets internal
accounting standards)

Printing cost

N/A

$15,180

Data from bid sheets

Distribution cost:
Time
Postage

8 hours

$400
$2,200

7 hours

$350

Measure based on pricing
analyst report

Marketing
communication

55 hours

$2,750

Measure based on annual
costs;

Printing

-

$10,000

Measure based on annual
costs

Mailing

-

$4,000

Create master file, cut
prices, format disks
and EDI

90 hours

$4,500

Create customer specific
price lists
Supplemental price lists
(monthly):

Total

Measure based on pricing
analyst reports

$43,380

* Costs are based on average annual salary, fully loaded for benefits and expenses, at $100,000 per year. Assuming 2,000 hours per year, the
annual employee cost translates to $50/per hour.

Table 5. Absolute and Relative Measures of Costs of Changing Prices (in % or in 1997 $s)
Physical Cost
(Menu Cost)

Managerial
Cost

Customer
Cost

Total Cost

$43,380

$280,150

$892,915

$1,216,445

Annual Cost as a Percentage of the
Total Cost (%)

3.57

23.03

73.40

100

Cost/Revenues (%)

0.04

0.28

0.89

1.22

Cost/Operating Expenses (%)

0.22

1.39

4.44

6.05

Cost/Gross Margin (%)

0.14

0.93

2.97

4.05

Cost/Net Margin (%)

0.71

4.61

14.70

20.03

Cost per Product Carried ($)

$5.42

$35.02

$111.61

$152.06

$0.80–$4.34

$5.19–$28.05

$16.53–$89.29

$22.52–$121.64

Annual Cost ($)

Cost per Price Change ($)

Notes:
1. The source of the annual cost figures in the first row, are Table 4 (physical cost), Table 1c (managerial cost), and Table 3e (customer
cost).
2. The particular division of the company we study constitutes 12% of the company’s total annual revenues. We have therefore adjusted
accordingly the denominator of all four ratios reported in rows 2–5.
3. The figures on the company’s annual revenues, operating expenses, gross margin, and net margin, were taken from the company’s
1997 Financial Report included in the Consolidated Balance Sheets submitted to the company’s shareholders and its Board of
Directors.
4. At the request of the company’s management, the figures reported in the table have been rounded so that it is impossible to determine
the company’s exact revenues, operating expenses, gross margin, and net margin. This is designed to ensure that the company
remains anonymous. If we were to present the exact figures, which would make it possible to determine the company’s revenues,
operating expenses, gross margin, net margin, etc., then one could perhaps locate and determine the company’s identity by a simple
search on the internet because the company annually submits its financial reports to its stockholders and its board.
5. Cost per product carried is calculated by dividing the total annual cost by 8,000.
6. Cost per price change is calculated by dividing the total annual cost by the total number of price changes during the year. The latter
figure ranges from about 10,000 to about 54,000 price changes each year, depending on the number of actual transactions involving
individually negotiated prices.
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